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Imagine. And yeah, that's true, but that's just half the tale.. You open your closet and know just
what to use to look your very best. You know exactly which clothing to put together to create
a great impression on everyone you match that day. button. combine the wrong ones as well
as your outfit will look clownish*** The secrets to combining eight different types of accessory
— You'll feel assured all day, realizing that you're presenting yourself in a robust way —
understanding people will truly see you for the man that you are.You walk into a gathering,
and folks see you in a confident light before you even open your mouth. Even better, I wrote
this instruction with rookies at heart, therefore i took care to describe things in very clear and
simple language rather than confusing style mumbo-jumbo. each kind comes with its own set
of little rules that you ought to knowFollow the suggestions in this help, and before very long,
you'll pick sharp-looking clothes from your wardrobe with barely a thought. Introducing
Effortless Outfits: The Men's Guideline to Matching Clothes for Effective Impressions in Your
Personal and Professional Existence. They quickly divert their glance back to one another and
laugh with a blush on the cheeks. You merely caught them looking at you out.You then spot
your date, and as she sees you approaching, a smile spreads throughout her face. You know
what she's thinking. The date has already been off to a great start, and you haven't even said
hello yet.It's inside your reach. However, dressing sharpened is a lost art for men, and
something of the largest hurdles they will have is matching their clothing. I have helped
hundreds of men polish their design, and matching clothes seems to be the #1 source of
confusion — that i understand. As a previous style victim, it confused the hell out of me too.
Only through lots of experimentation did I finally learn how it works.And frankly, it's easy
knowing the basic rules. Nowadays I open my closet and spend barely a thought which
clothes to put on. I can pick an clothing in 20 mere seconds and know it'll make me
appearance great. The issue is that most men's style resources hardly cover the art of
matching clothes. Take colors, for instance — It leaves out some important nuances. If you look
for details on matching clothes, I guarantee you'll find an article that presents you the color
steering wheel and explains that colours match when they're next to, or contrary of every
other on the steering wheel.. essentially the most confusing element for guys. you just can't
fail with these*** The three types of color match and steps to make them function — Scroll to
the top and click the “ You shop around to find your date, and capture a few smiling girls
looking straight at you.This men's style guide goes deep into the art of matching clothes.
Rather than just giving you the broad idea and skipping the nuances, it lets you know
everything you'll ever have to know. They deal with you with the respect you deserve and
carefully consider everything you say.The guide includes:*** The crucial wardrobe hack that
makes combining and matching easy — it's so easy to apply, you'll wonder why you never
heard of it before*** The six simple rules for layering clothing — most sources only offer you half
the info*** The five elements that determine which patterned clothes can be combined —But
like I said, it's easy knowing them. without these you may end up looking such as a homeless
person*** The four foolproof ways to match your clothing — You smile because you can't help
feeling pleased with how sharp you appearance. You walk into a bar.So what's stopping you
from polishing your personal style and making killer first impressions on everyone you meet



up with from here on out? That is the power of dressing sharp. You merely need someone to
show them to you.buy now” You put them on, and as you walk out the door you capture a
glimpse in the mirror.
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Great advice for men OR women! I am content I browse it and will turn to read even more by
this author in the future. NIce Read This book is written well and easy to understand. He even
addresses socks, shoes, belts etc. I must say i needed a book to simply break down why
things match instead of just telling me they match, which book did that. Nonetheless it was
like $9 in as a e-book. Is easy to check out, extremely informative the illustration help a good
deal Every man should go through it I recommend this book is crucial You have to swim
through just a little bit of technical fine detail, but you'll have very difficult evidence for why
certain combinations work among others usually do not! Makes a great cheat sheet. There's
Lots of guidance that might be helpful in the event that you had aspirations of becoming a
clothing designer, not much help for a simpleton like me just trying to not appear to be I
raided Rodney Dangerfield's wardrobe Great book ! This book also presents color theory in
simple and practical terms. Addresses everything you should need to design yourself up. I’ve
spent almost weekly heading through everything in my clothing closet. If this describes a man
in your life, don't anticipate him to stumble upon this book. I liked it a lot I am sick and tired of
guessing what clothes go together. Short but good That it was short may be both good and
bad.Fast to read and We learned something about colour and pattern matching that may help
me, not tryout crazy seeking tie/shirt combination.The book could easy be 3 times as long (1h).
It also helped when I was reorganizing my closet, therefore i had a better sense of how to
arrange t-shirts and pants based on style and colors. But rather examine this than boring
fashion magazines.Think materials differenses and how to fiting clodes are important as well.
Then simply because you read more connect and personalize the items for your comparison
and comfort.he says that each man has a certain contrast to him that should be reflected by
his clothes. I took plenty of notes and can try grabbing stuff from the thrift shop to slowly start
complicated myself. I’m a man who needs pictures, so I really appreciate the illustrations.
Effortless Outfits, Just Like Magic Robert van Tongeren is as much magician seeing that a
giver of fashion advice. By this, I mean that, like any good magician, he understands where the
mind naturally focuses its attention, and as a result, knows precisely how to business lead you
on. If you don't believe me, check out his exercises for coordinating your clothing to the
contrast between your skin and hair color. Trust me, you'll see what I mean. In every aspect of
this publication, Robert not merely makes fashion an easy task to grasp and something even
somebody like me- a style clod slowly becoming more put-together- can get thrilled about.If
you need to understand how to come up with outfits easily and without stress, this book will
be your guideline. I've never gone closet shopping as yet, and it in fact makes shopping
easier!. If you come at this book ready to learn, I could almost guarantee that you will think it is
as enlightening as I did so. GREAT information for building and managing a wardrobe GREAT
tips for building and owning a wardrobe. It offered me with a far greater understanding on
complementing and Men's fashion. The writer leaves little gray region to understanding how
colors and patterns go collectively or fail to do so.My 20-year-old girl laughed and said, "I just
know." Fine on her behalf. Buy I need something! Must read for men in order to dress better
and store easier! A must read for guys who, like me, have no idea on how best to match
outfits. This publication provides you the building blocks knowledge on how best to dress,
match shades, match patterns, and, most of all, what type/colors to buy for your closet. The
guidelines are simple, an easy task to stick to, and make an enormous amount of sense. Very
Handy Guide This is a good guide to matching your clothes to best effect. Whether you would
like to emulate a powerful persona or simply dress casually all of the best information is
included herein. I heartily recommend its purchase. Actually practical and fun book to read



Really practical and fun reserve to read. Very interesting. I normally examine each publication
a few times to really understand it but after simply 1 read of the book, i can state im better at
shopping for clothes which means i save more money and spend much less time shopping.
Can continue to read this reserve a few more times.Awesome Book Great book that has a
bunch of really helpful tips and information. Very useful information for men OR women. I am
a woman and...no, I really do not use men's suits or ties! Probably the most useful information
was acquiring what your "contrast" level is... It also helps in transforming how you look at
clothing, in what to consider and what factors to weigh..your hair and skin color. Is it high,
medium or low contrast? So many people, including myself, can appear either overwhelmed
or underwhelmed by the colours they wear. These details, and also, how to create outfits, will
be ideal for anyone. The concepts are timeless and common. Thank you, Robert! Very
informative. I almost didn’t buy this book as the reviews are just too good to end up being true,
but man oh man, am We glad I listened to everyone. Help to make the sacrifice. I believed
there would be more images of matched clothing. The information is shown in a step-by-step,
clear to see format; It will take money and time, but that's what it'll ultimately try evolve
yourself as a man.Read the prewiew part, the paternmatching part was as good. The author
says that he wrote this reserve for everyday men, not those who are fashion-mindful - for men
who don't get it. I in fact found clothes I forgot about. That was like getting hundred dollar bills
beneath the chair cushions of my sofa. I also found clothing that didn’t fit any longer, (I’ve
been carrying out the P90X exercises,) so I began a donate pile. I reorganized what was left in
my closet based on the recommendations in the publication, and it’s so easier right now to
discover everything instantly and put outfits together. And people have noticed the difference
in the manner I’m dressing; I received compliments on clothing I’ve been wearing for years.
This publication had great tips on color matching, the book also had example pictures, and he
covers every type of scenario from professional to informal. Just another 5 star review from
another man who didn’t possess a clue. The guidance is easy to comprehend and apply.
Direct also to the point As you browse the publication, write down the main element items of
each chapter.Think they take somethings to much, mike a lot of coloured shirts. A Great Gift
for Guys Who DO NOT GET It, But Want to Learn How exactly to Dress Well I'm pleased to
recommend this reserve to men I know who want not merely to learn how to look great, but
also to accomplish it with fewer items and less cost. Buy it and present it to him as something
special! Beyond knowing to complement shoes with belt and use brown shoes with blue
trousers, I have no idea much else. This book is well-put-together and easy to read. As a
newbie, it does get heavy into the last third of the book.But there where things here I have
forget about or just probably did not realy knew. The reserve can only demonstrate so much- I
think a lot of this you need to learn by wearing the stuff and seeing how it goes. and is usually
extensively illustrated with great full color drawings and photos. I’ve got another skill to add to
my resume, right now. Start the road with this book. Very insightful Robert does a very good
job at wearing down the complexities of matching color and uniqueness into your clothing.and
puts it to you in a very simple and consice way. I usually were withe or blue ones. Not what I
needed I was looking for a simple guidebook. This article writer got my attention when he
said, which is paraphrased: prevent buying clothing, stop buying outfits and begin buying for
your wardrobe - every little bit of suggestions, builds on that, from basic ideas to the more
technical. Chapter 2, "Creating a straightforward to Match Wardrobe", explains how to go
closet shopping rather than clothes shopping or clothing shopping. Happy with this reserve,
and really recommend it.
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